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It is shown that a sufhcient condition for the local solvability of an operator 
P(x, D,) 7 I’,,,’ C I’,,-, , where P is an mth-order homogeneous operator of 
principal type with real coefficients, is that the imaginary part of the subprincipal 
symbol of P has constant sign near any null-bicharacteristic curve of P,,, , and 
that the real part of the subprincipal symbol is not equal to zero when the 
imaginary part is. 
1. INTRODIJCTIOZI 
Keccssary and sufficient conditions have been found for the local solvability 
of many types of linear partial (pseudo) diffcrcntial operators. In particular, 
there is the by now- well-known Xrenbcrg--‘l’rcves condition for operators 
of principal type. An operator P(x, D) of order m is said to be of principal 
type if V,a(P)(x, 5) # 0 for [ -+ 0, with u(P) equal to the principal symbol 
of P. In [4], Nirenberg and Trevcs showed that a necessary condition for 
P(x, 0) to bc locally solvable is that Im u(P) have no odd-order zeros along 
any null-bicharacteristic curve of Re u(P). In [5] and [6], Nircnberg and ‘I’reves 
showed that for partial differential operators with analytic leading cocfficicnts 
P(x, D) is locally solvable if Im u(P) d oes not change sign along any null- 
hicharacteristic curve of Re u(P). Later, Reals and Fefferman [l] extended 
this result to operators with Ce coefficients. 
Recently, the author [9] has considered linear partial differential operators 
of the form 
P(x, D) =: P&, D) 0 P,(x, D) + Pzm.. +, D) 
where P,,(x, 11) is an mth-order differential operator of principal type with 
leading terms having real coefficients, with “c” denoting composition of 
operators, and Z’am..i (x, D) is an operator of order 2m - 1. It was shown that 
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P(x, D) is not solvable in any neighborhood of a point x0 if there exists 
to E R” N (0) such that 
(4 4PnL)(~o , to) = 0, 
(b) Re u,(P>(xo, to) f 0, and 
(c) Im o,(P) has an odd-order zero at (x0 , 50) along the null-bicharac- 
teristic curve for u(Pm) through (x,t”), with u,(P) denoting the invariantiy 
defined (cf. [8]) subprincipal symbol of P which equals 
with P2,&x, f) equal to the sum of terms precisely of order 2m - I in the 
full symbol P(x, 6) for P. 
In this paper we shall show that for an operator P(x, D) of the form (1.2) 
the following condition is sufficient for local solvability: 
Im c,(P) has constant sign near any null-bicharacteristic curve 
of u(P,). Also, whenever Im c,(P) = 0 on such a strip, (1.3) 
Re us(P) # 0. 
Rubenstein has shown [7] that for an operator L of the form 
L is locally solvable if Im b(t) has constant sign. Recently, Menikoff [3] has been 
able to construct paramatrices (from which both hypoellipticity and local 
solvability follow) for the operators considered here if the following condition 
is satisfied: 
Im us(P) has constant sign and isolated zeros along any null- 
bicharacteristic curve of u(P,). Also, whenever Im s,(P) = 0 on (1.4) 
such a curve, Re crs(P) # 0. 
Most recentIy, the author [ll] h as considered the necessity and sufficiency 
of a condition similar to (1.3) and (1.4) f or operators whose principal part 
is an odd-order power of an operator of principal type. 
In the nest section we consider the canonical form of P; namely, we consider 
an operator L of the form 
L = D,2 + a(t, x, D,)D, + b(t, x, DJ + c(t, x, I&) + d(t, x, D, , D,)D: . 
We shall assume that the sign of Im o(6) is constant and that Re o(b) + 0. 
The sharp Garding’s inequality will then be used to prove an L, inequahty 
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for L. This L, inequality and a patching argument in the cotangent bundle 
T*(Q) of a small neighborhood Q of the origin will lead to an L, inequality 
for P, which will imply an existence theorem for the formal adjoint P* of P, 
which satisfies the same hypothesis as P. 
2. THE CANONICAL FORM OF P 
In this section we consider the canonical form for P; namely, we consider 
an operator L of the form 
L = D,” + a(t, x, D,)D, + b(t, x, D,) + c(t, s, 0,) + d(t, x, D, , D,)Dt (2.1) 
with a and c zeroth-order pseudodifferential operators, b an operator of first 
order, and d’ an operator of order minus one. We assume that 
Im o(a) = 0, (2.2) 
and that 
Re u(b) f 0. (2.3) 
LEMMA 2.1. For any jirst-order elliptic pseudodiSferentia1 operator E (in the 
x-vmiable) with real p&.cipal symbol satisfying 
U(E) Im a(b) > 0 (2.4) 
there exists a constant C = C(E), a neighborhood Q = Q(E) of the origin, and 
a real number X = h(E) such that if 
e(E) (2 Im e(c) + 2 e(a) - A) > 0 (2.5) 
then for all cp E Corn(Q) 
IIlLs, lllfia 3 C(ll Dtp, II; + III v 111:/J 
with Ill 97 lllF,2 = J-(1 + I 6 Wz I +(5, t)l” d-t‘&. 
Proof. Consider the form 
P-6) 
2Re (I exp (- c x@j)(D,)) D,2g, iE(D,)p, dt dx) , (2.7) 
where exp(-x +W(D,)) denotes the zeroth-order pseudodifferential operator 
with the symbol exp(-x xj(&/&)(E)(~)). Integrating the above form once by 
parts with respect to t, we obtain the form 
2Re (j exp (- c xjE(j)(D,)) D,p, iE(D,) D,p, dt dx) . 
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Taking adjoints of the operators exp(-x x,,??(j)) and iE, we obtain the form 
/” i [(esp (- 1 xiJJ(j)))* E - E* (exp (- c @(j)))] ,D,Qz &i dt &a. (2.8) 
I 
We note next that the principal symbol of the operator 
i [ (exp (- 1 +W))* E - E* (exp ( - C Lyj~(i~))] 
equals 
which is the symbol for a positive definite zeroth-order elliptic operator. 
Therefore, for small enough Q, the form (2.8), and hence the form (2.7j, will 
be bounded from below by C 11 D,y I!: . 
Consider next the form 
2Re (1 exp (- c ,E”‘) a D,g, & dt d;v) , 
which equals 
i J [ iexp (- x xjE(j)) a)* E- E*(exp(--.X,EL”).)]p,Dtp-d~d.~ 
(2.9) 
$ii’E*exp(--~sE(~j)[D,,ai~~dtd~. 
It is a consequence of (2.2), and the fact that Im a(E) = 0, that the operator 
(eSp (- C XjE”‘) a)* E - E* (exp (- c x?E”)) a) 
is of order zero so that the first term in (2.9) can be bounded from above b> 
C II g, !lo 11 D,v Ilo . 
The second term in (2.9) will be dealt with later on. 
Consider next the form 
2Re ( j exp (- c xjE(j)(D,)) bg, iE(D,)p, dt dx) , 
which equals 
/ i [(q (- 1 ,E(j)) b)‘; E - E* (exp (- c xjE(j)) b)] ?q dt d.~. [2.10) 
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We note that the principal symbol of the operator 
i[(e~p(-Cx,B(i))b)*E-E*(exp(-C~cjEu))b)] 
= 2 exp (- C xj $ (E) (5)) Im o(b) U(E), 
3 
which by (2.4) is greater than or equal to zero. Hence, by the sharp Girding 
inequality it follows that (2.10) is bounded from below by 
-4 Ill v lll,S, - (2.11) 
Finally, we consider the form 
2Re(Sexl)(-Cx,E”‘)(c--[D,,a])p,~dtd~) 
+ 2Re ([ exp (- 1 qZV) dD,p, & dt dx) , 
(2.12) 
which corresponds to the remaining unestimated terms in L. Now the second 
term in (2.12) can be bounded from above by C [I D,pl [I0 1140 I\,, . By Girding’s 
inequality and (2.5) the first term in (2.12) is bounded from below by 
(2.13) 
Then by choosing j X 1 sufficiently large, it follows from the ellipticity of E 
that we can bound (2.13) from below by 
Kill TJ Ill;,, - c II v Iii > 
with the above constant K greater than twice the constant C in (2.11). The 
previous estimates now imply the estimate 
2 C(ll QVJ II”, + Ill g, IlI?/s - II TJ Ilo II De 110 - II g, II:). 
Applying a weighted Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain the estimate 
III -%J II/m Ill v Illm 2 C(ll Dtp, II,“+ Ill v Ill& - II 9j I/o II Dtv llo - II ‘p II:,. 
The inequality Ill LP lh Ill v l/h < WW III LP, Ill& + (83 Ill Y lIlT,2 leads to 
the estimate 
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By shrinking Q enough to guarantee that Ij D,9; /jO > (l/e) I/ 9 &, , estimate 
(2.6) follows. 
The following lemmas will be used to show that assumptions (2.2) and 
(2.5) can be eliminated in the previous lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be an operator of the form (2.1). Then there exists a xeroth- 
order operator #(t, x, 0,) such that the operator Ll dejined by 
Le* = e$L, 
Satisfies conditiofa (2.2). 
Proof. A trivial calculation shows that the a(t, ,x’, DJD, term L will be 
replaced in L, by 
a(t, x, D,)Dt - 2i(a$/Zt)D,. 
Hence, the condition that the operator 4 should satisfy (2.2) reduces to the 
easily solved differential equation 
Im a(a) - 2(@t)(Re CT($)) = 0. 
LEnmA 2.3. Let L be az operator of the form (2.1 j satis&& conditimzs (2.2) 
and (2.3). Then for every first-order operator E(D,. satkfying (2.4) and real 
number h theTe exists a zeroth-order pseudodz@eyential operator 4(x, D,) such 
that the operator L, dejked by 
safisJies (2.2) and (2.5). 
Le* = e&L1 
Proof. A trivial application of Leibmiz’s rule shows that the c(t, x, 0,) 
term in L, is replaced, in L, , by an operator with the principal symbol 
N w auk4 u(c) - i C d - . 
j-1 at? 6% 
Since the a(t, x, D,)D, term is unchanged in L, , it follows that L, satisfies 
(2.2). Also, from (2.3) and Euler’s identity for homogeneous functions it follows 
that with the proper choice of Z,!J the operator L, will satisfy (2.5). 
The three previous results now imply the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let L be an operator of t?ze form (2.1) satisfJ&zg condition 
(2.3). Then for any first-order elliptic (in the x-variable) opwator E(D,) satisf&g 
Im o(b) o(E) > 0 
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Proof. We begin the proof by noting that Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 imply the 
existence of a zeroth-order pseudodifferential operator #(t, x, D,) such that 
the operator L, (of the form (2.1)) defined by the equation 
Le* = e*LLL, (2.14) 
satisfies conditions (2.2) and (2.5). Since the b(t, x, r>,) term is the same for 
both L and L, by Lemma 2.1 we know that there exists a neighborhood Q 
of the origin and a constant C such that for all 9 E COu(Q) 
Ill L,g, lIl~/2 > C(ll ap, II: + III F Ill;,,>. (2.15) 
We next note that (2.14) and the ellipticity of e* imply the existence of constants 
Ci , i = 1,2, such that 
III& IIlljQ = III e%e-*p, 1111e > Cl III L@p [lll,p - C, I/-W% 110 . (2.16) 
Now let u E COa(Q) be such that zc = 1 on 8 a neighborhood of the origin. 
It follows then that for q E C,,=(a) 
Ill Lie-% 1/11~2 = Ill he-*ucp l/l1!4 3 Ill Ge-*cp I/ll,4 - lIl[h+, 4~ l/ll,ft . (2.17) 
By shrinking !Z? we may assume that 
III Ge-% Illlie b @G/Cd II U&e-*9,110 
3 CG/Cd II Way, Ilo - PG/CJ lib, LF% Ilo .
The above estimate, (2.17), and (2.16) now imply the estimate 
It now follows from the fact that the commutator &e-b, U] is an operator of 
order --a3 (in the x-variable) that there exists a constant Ca such that 
for all 4~ E C,“(sZ). A similar argument using a cutoff function u, estimate 
(2.15), and the ellipticity of e- b shows that with different constants C, and C, , , 
and a possibly shrunken 0, we have the estimate 
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for 91 E COa(fi). Then, if needed, we may shrink $ still more so as to obtain 
the estimate 
The desired estimate now follows. 
Finally we shall consider the case where Re a(b) is allowed to equal zero, 
but Im a(b) is assumed to be nonzero. In this case we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let L be an operator of the fom (2.1) and assume that 
Im o(b) # 0. Then for eaer;y E > 0 time exists a neighborhood Q = Q(c) of 
the origin such that for all g, E C,,“(Q) 
II Lg, Ii0 b f II Dig, Ii0 . (2.19) 
Proof. We begin by noting that since the validity of (2.19) for L of the form 
L = D$ + b(r, x, D,) (2.20) 
implies the validity of (2.19) for t of the form (2.1), we may assume that L 
is of the form (2.20). 
We consider now the form 
, (2.21) 
where eie is the zeroth-order elliptic pseudodifferential operator with symbol 
eiO(t,r,Ei where 0(t, x, .$) equals the argument of a(b)(t, N, 6). Integrating (2.21 j
by part: with respect to t, we obtain the form 




We note next that since the principal symbol for the operator iecieb is purely 
imaginary the last term in (2.22) is bounded from above by C, jj y 11~. We note 
also that since 0(t, x, [) # 0 Re a(ie’%) + 0. Replacing i by --i if needed we 
may assume that Re O(iei@) > 0. By Garding’s inequality the first term in 
(2.23) is bounded from below by 
Since the second term in (2.23) is bounded from a.bove by C, ji Dfy Ii0 j\ ‘p Ii0 ? 
me now have the estimate 
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Estimate (2.19) now follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the inequality 
between geometric and arithmetic means, and by shrinking Q. 
3. THE GENERAL CASE 
In this section we will consider a more general operator P(x, 0) for which 
the operator L of the form (2.1) is the canonical model. Namely, we will consider 
an operator P of the form 
P(x,D) = P,(x,D)o P&D) + P+&e,D) ( 
DE-r,? 
z ax ) ' 
where Pw,(x, 0) is an mth-order differential operator of principal type with 
leading terms having real coefficients, with “0” denoting composition of 
operators, and P2m-l(x, 0) is an operator of order 2wz - 1. Letting u,(P) denote 
the subprincipal symbol of P, we shall assume that 
Im a,(P) has constant sign near each null-bicharacteristic curve of o(P,) (3.1) 
and 
Im a,(~)(x,, , 50) = u(Pm)(xo , to) = 0 implies that Re ~,(P)(x~ , p) f 0. (3.2) 
Prior to examining this most general case, we distinguish one variable as t 
and we consider the case where P is of the form 
f’ = Dt’o E,% + Awn-&, x, Dt , D,) 0 D, + Be,& x, D,) 
+ lower order terms, 
(3.3) 
with Em-, an elliptic operator of order m - 1, and A,,-, , B2m--1 operators 
of orders 21~ - 2 and 2m - 1, respectively. We shall assume that either 
or 
Im o(B~,.J has constant sign and Re o(B,,-,) f 0, 




We now note that since the Mean-Value Theorem implies that any symbol 
q(f, x, 7, 0 has the representation 
4(t, x, 79 0 = Q(C x, 0, n + wwt, x> 73 OTT 
the operator P 0 E;:, has the representation 
P o E;cl = D,‘+ a@, x, 0,) D, + b(t, x, Dz) + c(t, x, D,) + d(t> x, Q , QJ Q , 
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with a and c zeroth-order operators, b first-order, and d an operator of order 
minus one. It is a consequence of (3.4), (3.5), and the equation 
that a(b) satisfies either 
Im o(b) has constant sign and Re o(b) # 0 (3.6) 
Of 
Im u(b) f 0. (3.7) 
Hence, if (3.6) ((3.4)) is satisfied, by Theorem 2.4 for every elliptic operator 
E(D,) such that (Im o(6)) a(E) > 0 there exists a neighborhood Q = Q(E) of 
the origin and a constant C = C(E) such that for all 9 E C,“(Q) 
Ill W&J lll:~ t W QP II: + ill cp ll!$J- (34 
Also, if (3.7) ((3.5)) is satisfied then for every E > 8 there exists a neighborhood 
Sz = Q(E) such that for all v E C,a(Q) 
We shall now develop microlocal versions of inequalities (3.8) and (3.9) 
which are to hold for the more general P, which is assumed to satisfy (3.1) 
and (3.2). For this purpose we assume that 
cT(PJ (t, s, 7, 6) = fi (T - 71i(t, % 5)) 
?kl 
with the first E roots 7 r ,..., 7r strictly real, and the remaining m - I roots having 
nonzero imaginary parts. We single out one of the real roots, say 7j I and we 
then assume that P has the factorization 
P = (Dt - ~~(t, x, D,))” c Ezfl-, + lower order terms. 
with c$E,,-~(~, x, ~~(t, x, t), 5) # 0. Th e canonical change of coordinates 
corresponding to the Hamilton- Jacobi equations 
dxldt = -VpTj(tp X, E), 
dc$/dt = VzTj(t, x, 5) 
reduces P to an operator of the form (3.3). Microlocal versions of inequalities 
(3.8) and (3.9) can now be stated. Namely, we let q(Dj , D,) be an operator 
of order zero on whose support G(&,) + 0 and either (3.4) or (3.5) is satisfied. 
Standard arguments using cutoff functions lead to the following estimates: 
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(a) If Bzrnml satisfies (3.4) on the support of q then there exists a neigh- 
borhood Q of the origin and a constant C such that 
and 
(b) if Bzmel satisfies (3.5) on the support of q then for every E > 0 there 
exists a neighborhood ,Q = Q’(E) of the origin such that for all q~ E Csms) 
II P-G’Lm II: + II v II: 2 U/4 II D,w It . 
Reverting to the original coordinates we obtain the inequalities 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
II PE&qg, II; + II F II: 2 (l/4 ll(Dt - 4~ 32, 43 w II: . (3.13) 
We now let q,(Dj , D,),..., qk(D,, De) denote a finite sequence of zeroth 
order pseudodifferential operators with the following properties: 
1 qj = I, (3.14) 
for 1 < I < k - 1 there exists a real root Tjl such that 
on the support of qr 








(b) Re u,(P) f 0 on the support of a(qJ (in which case 
(3.12) is valid) 
o(P,,) + 0 on the support of v(qB). (3. 16) 
We assume now that for ql ,..., qr (T < k - 1) condition (3.15)(a) is satisfied, 
and that (3.15)(b) is satisfied for qr+l ,..., qrpl. We then define the //I . I[19 
norm by the formula 
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From inequalities (3.12) and (3.13), the ellipticity of P, on the support of o(Q/2j, 
and the domination of the Ii * /I0 norm by the /I/ ~ jl& norm, it follows that 
there exists a neighborhood B of the origin such that for ail 9 = C,,“(Q) 
Since the ‘11 . 118 norm dominates the (/ . li21,L-2 norm, by shrinking Q the in- 
equalit! 
Iii Ps, ill I!2 2 c Ill 9) I:/.9 
follows. Tl’e note here that since the formal adjoint P* satisfies the same 
hypotheses, the inequality 
also holds. 
(3.17) 
Ke next note that inequality (3.17) could be used to prove a local existence 
theorem. Yamely, one could define #g(Q) to be the completion of CGE(Q) 
with respect to the //I . I\/9 norm, and Y&(Q) to be its dual space. Letting 
2’& denote the space of temperate distributions u whose Fourier transform 
zi(~, 5) is a function with 
i (1 $ I 5 I”)“(1 + I E I” + I 7 I”)~ 1 @, E)12dTdt < cc, ~ 
a standard application of the Hahn-Banach theorem then shows that for everr 
f E X,(Q) there exists u E X1 fe,o such that Pu = f in 9. The natural extension 
of the above existence result, as was done by the author in [9], would consist 
of defining for each real number s the Ijl illyts norm by the formula 
Ill v llI~+~ = i!l(l + W + I D, iY+ lb , 
deducing the inequality 
Ii P*QJ lIli2,s 3 C II! g, li!.v+s (3.18) 
from mequality (3.17) and then concluding that for each f E &?&,(Q) (&‘g4-,(bQ) 
and Z?+,(Q) being defined in the obvious manner) there exists u E E’,n,-, 
such that Pu = f in 52. However, in order to deduce inequality (3.18) from 
(3.27) we would first need commutator estimates of the form 
Il[P, (1 + D,” + / D, lp)s’2]y 111,2,o < C ~1, p /ll.p+.s , 
and while a microlocal version of the above estimate could possibly be obtained, 
instead of inequality (3.17) we would then need the following stronger result: 
For every E > 0 there exists a neighborhood Q = Q(E) such that for all F E C,X(sZ) 
II P”p, !/l/2,0 3 u/4 /!I cp lb . (3.19) 
The -validity of (3.19) is by no means apparent. 
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Therefore, instead of inequality (3.17), we shall use the weaker inequality 
II P”p, 111!2,0 3 c II g, L-P (3.20) 
for p) E Csm(Q). We let K be a compact neighborhood of the origin contained 
in Q. Inequality (3.20), the Hahn-Banach theorem, and the duality between 
the spaces ss,,U and X,,-, now leads to the following result. 
LEMMA 3.1. For every f E X-2M+g(K) there exists u E z%&~,~ such that 
Pu =f a&K. 
An elementary result concerning linear operators on Hilbert spaces (see 
Lemma 8.7.1 of [2]) leads to the existence of a bounded linear operator 
E: s&~~+~(K) -+ X1,8,0 such that forf E ~~m+e(K) 
PEf =f 
in K. A slight variation of an argument used by Beals and Feffermann in [l] 
will now be used to obtain our final result, which is an extension of Lemma 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. For every real nunabeT s 3 2m - 2 there exists a compact 
neighborhood K = K(s) of th e origin such that the equation 
Pu =f in K 
has a solution u E &‘?-l~e,s for every f E %+,-,,,l(K). 
Proof. Let K, be such that the conclusion of Lemma 3.1 holds, and let 
v, # E Cgrn be such that v = 1 near the origin and # E 1 on a neighborhood 
of supp(v), and supp(#) C K, . Let K be a compact neighborhood of the origin 
such that v = 1 on K. For f E xT+a-z,,(K) define 
T,f = kSYEY..sf 
where 11 := (1 + Di2 $- 1 D, In)lp and Y denotes multiplication by zJ. Then 
Ts: e+z--2,nW - ems 9 and we note that 
@PT,f = @[P, A-“Y] EAsf + @[A-“, Yz] A-“f + f. 
Since the symbols for the pseudodifferential operators @[flP, Y] and @[P, A-Y] 
are asymptotic to zero, we see that 
@PT,f = f + Rf on K, (3.21) 
where R: Xs+z-em(K) + Zi for all t. We now let 01 E CO”(int(K)) be such that 
(Y E 1 on a smaller compact neighborhood K’ of the origin. It follows from 
(3.21) that 
@PT,f = f + aRf = (I + ccR)f on K’ (3.22) 
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for f E ZS+z-e,n(K). C onsider now the mapping aR: Zs+2-2m(KI) + Z&&K). 
Rellich’s lemma and the assumption that s + 2 - 2nz > 0 implies that aR 
has small norm for small K. Hence, the operator I+ aR has a right inverse, 
and if we let E,s == T,(I + d-1, it follows from (3.22) that 
for all f E Xs+e-n,n(K). 
@PEf = f on K’ 
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